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Introduction: Deporting the Partible Person 
 

A week after arriving in Tijuana, I still was not accustomed to the cold. It was a Sunday, 

and I had gone with Maria Galleta, director of the resettlement organization, Madres Deportadas, 

to Friendship Park for the organization’s afternoon church service. While Friendship Park was 

originally conceived in the 1970s as a place where binational families could congregate freely, 

without fear of border enforcement, that dream has yet to realize itself. Instead, US border patrol 

agents strictly regulate how many people can enter the no-man’s-land—the space between the 

two border walls—where the park is located and how many minutes visitors have to speak with 

their families who stand on Mexican soil just on the other side of the wall, which looks more like 

a tall fence. Every Sunday, Friends of Friendship draw volunteers from both countries to tend a 

garden that stretches between the walls and to host the bilingual church service. That day, an 

American Catholic priest stood in the no-man’s-land repeating in English what a Mexican priest 

said while standing in Tijuana against the border wall painted with vibrant symbols of family and 

transnational dreams. 

 
 

Fig. 1: A family stands at the border wall, with the Eucharist placed on a small table beside them, as a couple from 

the church sings next to a monument marking the border separating the Republic of Mexico from the US. 
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Both the United US Deported Veterans and Madres Deportadas had come to the church 

service for a memorial dedicated to Enrique Salas, a deported veteran who passed away while 

living in Tijuana. Enrique had died after sustaining serious injuries in a car accident, and, 

although unable to return to the US while he was alive, he had been buried with military honors 

in Reedley, California, the city where he grew up before enlisting in the US Marines. At the 

memorial, Enrique’s wife received a flag in honor of his service. While not a veteran herself, 

Maria was committed to serving both deported veterans and deported nonveterans because her 

son had served in the Gulf Wars. She had grown up in Jalisco, Mexico before moving to the US 

in her late teens. Now she lived in San Diego and commuted daily to Tijuana to volunteer with 

deported communities. In moments like these she would explain to me that, whether veterans or 

not, people were deported back to Mexico and needed to work together to build community and 

support each other in their exile. We were all struck by the apparent injustice of being able to 

return to the US in a casket for an honorable burial but not to be able to return to see family 

while alive. Many people who lived their lives in the US before being deported have pondered 

such situations: would they ever be buried next to their families? Could they ever attend their 

parents’ or siblings’ funerals if and when necessary? 

US military veterans deported to their country of origin in Mexico argue that, since they 

have served in the US military, they have, in fact, proven and earned their right to citizenship and 

its state benefits, especially the ability to live permanently on the northern side of the US-Mexico 

border. In comparison, deported non-veterans believe that they have a claim to return to the US 

because of the years they spent living there and due to the family ties they developed in the US. 

Parallelling Strathern’s concept of partible personhood in the contexts of Melanesian gift 

exchange, deportees draw on the citizen/state transactions that they sustained while living in the 
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US to reclaim relationships there in order to secure their return, considering reciprocal exchanges 

as moral debts between states and citizens (1988: 180; Mauss 2002). Their sense of self has 

fractured over the course of their deportation—often preceded by incarceration—and they 

continue to appeal to those aspects of their personhood that remain in the US and that would be, 

under other circumstances, worthy of legal citizenship. Deported veterans’ ability to organize 

transnationally with family, friends, and allies on the northern side of the border and their 

attempts to alter US laws in their favor—all the while excluded from residency and democratic 

representation in the US—demonstrates a form of transnational, partible citizenship that 

circulates via US militarism and excludes other members of Mexico’s repatriated people. 

This thesis uses oral histories of deported veterans and nonveterans to understand how 

both groups articulate claims to partible selves that circulate via transnational networks of care 

following their deportation to Mexico. Rather than choose one identity over another—i.e. US 

citizenship over Mexican citizenship—interviewees narrated how they tried to resolve the 

conflict they sense between feeling like they belong to both countries while being accepted in 

neither. By “network of care,” I mean, in this case, a web of persons devoted or, in principle, 

obligated—at least from the deportees’ point of view—to providing resources and/or services to 

deportees based either on their previous belonging in the US or current deportee status in 

Mexico. I also have in mind those networks of kin and other relations that deportees use to care 

for relatives in the US as well as the ties they create through community service. Because such 

care can enhance a deportee’s sense of self and belonging, I argue that deportees’ personhood 

lies primarily within, or “circulates,” within these networks, particularly with reference to their 

previous existence and identity in the US, where many of these networks are anchored. 
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Although deported veterans and deported nonveterans differ in the kinds of networks of 

care through which they can circulate their senses of self—because of their different statuses— 

they pursue alternative strategies for reestablishing their sense of belonging in the US—whether 

military service or ongoing family ties. Neither strategy is inherently more compelling than the 

other. Rather, their distinctions highlight how different aspects of social life embed personhood 

in diverse social networks, whether the state’s or those of the family. This chapter provides a 

brief context for the role of military service in immigrant quests for belonging and of the theories 

and methods I used for understanding that role. Chapter two situates deportees’ contemporary 

experiences within a legacy of racialized removal along the US-Mexico border, while chapters 

three and four explain how deportees experience a divisible sense of self that makes claims for 

returning to the US. 

Immigrant Soldiers and Citizenship 
 

In the US, Mexicans constitute both a nationality and an ethnoracial group, with 

reference to ostensible cultural differences and to an essentialized Mestizo phenotype. The US 

deportation regime discursively targets Mexicans as an ethnoracial group at the same time that it 

profiles all Latinos by conflating “Mexican” with the terms, “Latino,” “immigrant,” “brown,” 

and “criminal” (Golash-Boza 2013: 279). White, Anglo, institutionalized racism in the US means 

that Mexicans—even those born in the US—continue to be sub-citizens. American Studies 

scholar Lee Bebout (2016) argues that whiteness is an integral aspect of US citizenship, meaning 

that non-white subjects are treated as second-class citizens because existing notions of 

democracy and egalitarian governance apply primarily to white citizens. In contrast, cultural 

citizenship based on race or ethnicity stands apart. The conflation of race and national belonging 

ensures that to be most American is to be white rather than of color (Bebout 2016: 3). In a 
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country where whiteness helps to define personhood, gaining full access to networks of 

citizen/state benefits ostensibly requires whiteness to some degree (Bebout 2016: 7). 

The struggle for racialized immigrants to assimilate to such whiteness by transcending 

their marginal status within the US mirrors the discrimination they face upon returning as 

deportees to their country of origin. Sociologist O.A. Miller (2011), in his work with Jamaican 

workers deported back to their home country, describes deportation as a “process of irreversible 

transformation.” Upon returning to Jamaica, many of these deportees experience the trauma of 

forced removal, reintegration, and the potential for permanent separation from their families in 

the US. Instead of returning home wealthy to ascend the socio-economic ladder, deportees face a 

lack of jobs and the assumption that they are unworthy and delinquent. Immigrants must 

therefore abandon their identities as “voluntary migrants” in the US and adopt the identity of a 

deportee or forced migrant back home. As a result, they suffer the ongoing trauma of spoiled 

identity on returning to their home country because of the stigma and discrimination that result 

from their deported status (Miller 2011; Goffman 2009). Anzaldúa asserts similarly that 

Mexicans living in the US experience a traumatized psyche created by white, Anglo US 

hegemony. US whiteness generates power by creating its subordinate, the racialized Other 

incarnated in Latin American immigrants, Mexican immigrants in particular (Anzaldúa 1987 

cited in Bebout 2016: 21). Bebout criticizes terms such as “off-white” or “near-white” to 

describe Mexicans’ liminal status because these terms rely on an ethnic model of 

subordination—suggesting that a people can assimilate out of their oppression—rather than a 

racial one, where whiteness regards nonwhite people as immutably different (2016: 16). While 

models of both race and ethnicity should be used to understand Mexican subjectivity in the US, 

both are crucial for understanding how Mexican communities navigate the boundaries of their 
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disenfranchisement. The question remains: How might Mexicans shift their identity from the 

margins to the center of US democratic citizenship? 

One possibility, at least from Mexican immigrants’ point of view, lies in military service. 
 
Racial minorities have historically used military service to create opportunities for full 

citizenship given that such service, in principle, confers full citizenship. Even Frederick 

Douglass believed that military service would endow African American men with citizenship 

that no white racist government could deny (Hillman 2009: 1282). Legal historian Lucy Salyer 

documents how Asian American demands after World War I led to the Nye-Lea Act of 1935 that 

allowed immigrant veterans of all races to apply for expedited naturalization. She argued that 

Asian American appeals to citizenship via military service demonstrate a “baptism by fire” in 

which liminal racial subjects appealed to a “warrior ideal of citizenship” to prove their 

Americanness (2004: 848). This rebirth has demonstrated itself materially as well. For example, 

an analysis of post-war salaries of Mexican, black, and white Americans measured social success 

in relation to salary to understand the effects of military service on racial minorities’ 

socioeconomic mobility. Findings showed that Mexican and black American veterans had 

salaries two to three times greater than people of their same ethnic/racial group who had not 

served in the military. Researchers concluded that military service creates a “bridging 

environment” for racial minorities through the “radical discontinuity” of military life as 

compared to civilian (Browning et al. 1973: 76). This discontinuity includes resocializing 

members into new group identities by creating and sustaining circumstances that require people 

of different ethnic and racial identities to cooperate and limiting contact with family, thus 

enabling minority veterans to more easily assimilate into Anglo social networks and create 

possibilities for higher-wage employment. Additionally, racialized minorities and multilingual 
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non-citizens have been the target of specialized recruiting measures to fill key military needs in 

intelligence and cultural competence overseas, allowing an expedited process for the legalization 

of citizenship status (Hillman 2009: 1282). Here, non-white status is an asset for military 

intelligence, allowing the military to negotiate race across the globe. 

Similarly, laws aiming to deny citizenship to people born on US territory to 

undocumented parents demonstrate how lawmakers prioritize military service as a mechanism 

for nonwhite immigrants to transform into full citizens. Between 2005 and 2008, legislators at 

both the state and federal levels proposed limiting birthright citizenship to children born of US 

citizens, legal permanent residents, and aliens who had served in the military (Oliviera 2013: 8). 

In other words, lawmakers recognized the children of undocumented immigrant soldiers as being 

as “American” as children born to US citizens. Military status has thereby granted undocumented 

immigrants amnesty from otherwise restrictive, anti-immigration laws, demonstrating the social 

capital available through military service for people of color. 

Currently, groups of deported veterans are organizing to advocate for their repatriation to 

the US along such lines. While deported veterans live in multiple countries, the majority live 

along the US-Mexico border, a position that offers them strategic access to networks of activists 

and family still living in the US. Deported veterans are able to use these networks to leverage 

political possibilities for themselves in the US, gaining support from members of their home- 

state legislatures, as in California and Illinois, for instance. Deported veterans argue that they are 

living in exile and that their military service qualifies them for citizenship, especially given that 

the oath of naturalization so strongly resembles the oath of military enlistment; the latter refers 

explicitly to military recruits as US nationals (Horyniak 2017: 1370). However, as these veterans 

were all deported due to felony convictions, their repatriation requires expunging their criminal 
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records. They therefore base their argument for citizenship status, regardless of the felonies they 

have committed, on a sense of personhood that they can subdivide and circulate through ties of 

reciprocity between them and the state through time, one that resembles the ways anthropologists 

have observed gifts in Papua New Guinea circulating among persons, as extensions of the givers’ 

identities (Strathern 1988: 178). By highlighting their military status as the aspect of their 

persons that merits repatriation, and minimizing the importance of their felony records, these 

veterans attempt to distance themselves from deported nonveterans who have similar histories 

and family ties in the US but lack military service. Deported veterans thus argue for the 

repatriation of a partible, transnational self, situated within a longer history of security, racialized 

immigration, and military service that can potentially legitimate their nonwhite citizenship. 

Theory, Research Questions, Scope, and Methods of the Project 
 

To contribute to the anthropological literature on forced removal, race, and US-Mexico 

migration, I worked in collaboration with NGOs along the Tijuana-San Diego border that resettle 

deported persons and promote deportees’ self-efficacy in “moving forward” (salir adelante), a 

phrase migrants frequently use to describe the need to rebuild their lives after crises. Nicholas De 

Genova has critiqued the lack of ethnographic work on both migration and (il)legality of 

immigrant subjects while suggesting that studying deportation may reproduce the ideological 

frameworks that create essentialized notions of “immigration,” “illegality,” and 

“deportation” (2002: 421). Scholarship on concepts such as long-distance nationalism (Glick- 

Schiller 2001) and cultural citizenship (Rosaldo 1994; Ong 1996), however, often exclude the 

experiences of deportees, omitting information on a population who are key to understanding 

how communities articulate citizenship beyond a nation-state’s boundaries. Glick-Schiller’s 

work focuses on how transnational citizens experience productive relationships with their home 
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countries while living abroad, such as through voting or other forms of political involvement 

from outside the nation-state’s boundaries (2001: 4-5). While useful in highlighting diaspora 

situations in which citizens living outside the home country have been forcibly expelled and 

desire an impossible return, long-distance nationalism does not apply to deportees who lack 

productive relations with the US state. Further, Ong (1996) and Rosaldo (1994) base their work 

in communities that reside with legal status, either as persons with dual citizenship or as 

racialized minorities living with legal citizenship but not cultural belonging, leaving out the 

liminal legal experiences of deportees. Similarly, while much scholarship is available on Asian 

Americans negotiating racial boundaries through citizenship (Azuma 2017; Park 2004; Sohoni 

2010), little research has applied Salyer’s “baptism of fire” concept to understanding Latinos’ 

social transformation in the Armed Forces. There is, therefore, a distinct gap in researching how 

deportees navigate relations with citizenship and the state, especially in how military service 

complicates notions of citizenship and deportability. 

Strathern’s (1988) notion of partible personhood offers a useful approach for 

understanding how deportees understand their asserted right to return to the US. While not all 

deportees have criminal records, the state has increasingly been deporting immigrants with 

criminal convictions (Bialik 2018). For those deportees attempting to gain legal return to the US, 

a felony conviction can bar them for life. Deportees thus challenge their legal exclusion by 

appealing to aspects of their personhood that defy nation-state boundaries: namely, networks of 

care they trace back to the US. Deported veterans argue that their military service imputes to the 

state an obligation of care and that their return to the US does not deny the integrity of the US 

nation-state’s boundary; rather, deported veterans claim that they are merely on the wrong side 

of the border according to their right to US state services. This is not unlike what sociologist 
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Hana Brown (2011) has noted in how Liberian refugees position themselves outside of US racial 

hierarchies via the state-funded resources they receive as refugees; deported veterans similarly 

argue that the services the US promises veterans, namely healthcare and funding for higher 

education, distinguish them from other deportees. In contrast, deported nonveterans appeal to the 

family ties they cultivated in the US, asserting that they have the right to reside in the space 

where their family is and to continue to benefit and reciprocate in family-based networks of care. 

As their networks of care circulate outside of state-provided services, their claims also exist 

beyond state loyalities. The distinction between these claims-making strategies relies on how the 

state penetrates deportees’ networks of care: while deported nonveterans make claims that exist 

outside of state resources, the very argument that deported veterans make to return to the US 

hinges upon the merits of their claims to state care. 

In arguing that their participation in these social networks merits return (and protection 

from future removal), deportees assert that they have earned their right to citizenship based on a 

part of their experience as persons living in the US. In other words, that part of themselves that 

stems from their involvement in the US military, in their estimation, outweighs whatever other 

part of themselves succumbed to a felony conviction. Deported veterans therefore conceive of 

their identities as multiplicitous in relation to the particular challenges and opportunities that they 

face. They rate these aspects of themselves in a hierarchy; their suitability for US citizenship 

encompasses and overshadows their felony records, for example, redeeming their deviance. 

Deported veterans thus claim that their military service has earned them the right to citizenship, 

regardless of prior felony convictions. Members of the deported community assert their former 

military protection of the US as grounds on which to claim continued belonging to the US 

nation, suggesting that the state has unjustly betrayed its reciprocal obligation of care to them in 
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turn in recognition of the veterans’ past military service which, for veteran deportees, amounts to 

a moral contract. 

This project draws on ethnographic data I collected as an intern and in collaboration with 

Madres y Familias Deportadas en Acción (Madres Deportadas) and Unified US Deported 

Veterans (UUDV) from May to August 2018 and during a follow-up trip in December 2018 in 

Tijuana, Baja California. As an intern with Madres Deportadas, I assisted the director, Maria— 

affectionately known as Mary “Cookie,” with reference to the English translation of the Spanish 

word, galleta—in the day-to-day upkeep at a small office diagonal to the San Ysidro port of 

entry on the US-Mexico Border. Our office was a common stop for recent deportees, offering 

them a change of clothes, recommendations for jobs and shelters, phone calls to family in the US 

and Mexico, and assistance in applying for Mexican government IDs. The office also offered 

Spanish classes to assist the city’s growing Haitian community and helped people find 

transportation to more remote areas in Mexico. In addition, the office served as a community 

center for many people who had previously served in the US military. Many past clients of the 

office often returned to check in on the director and help in the office; some brought donations 

when they could, whereas others came to see if spare clothes or food were available for them to 

take home. 

In comparison, the Unified US Deported Veterans (USDV) office worked with US 

veterans living in the Tijuana area. All but one of their local participants had been deported from 

the US. Although the organization has a board of directors, their “clients” were not as transient 

or diverse as those at Madres Deportadas. USDV offered services similar to those of Madres 

Deportadas, such as job and shelter recommendations, but it primarily advocated for the legal 

return of all deported US veterans to the US and for their status as full citizens. USDV also 
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aimed to expunge the criminal records of those deported veterans for whom felony charges had 

precipitated their deportation. Veterans who came to the office to find assistance or community 

often stayed in regular communication with the organization to participate in larger-scale activist 

projects. 

I collected oral histories with clients from Madres Deportadas and clients and staff at 

USDV, totaling twelve interviews at an average of two hours each. I conducted all in English, 

occasionally using Spanish for emphasis or to convey experiences they felt would lose nuance if 

recounted in English. While I offered anonymity and the use of pseudonyms, many asked that I 

use their names. I have noted those instances when I use pseudonyms for interviewees’s names. 

Additionally, I offered to work with my interlocutors while writing my project, asking for their 

feedback on my interpretations and allowing them to circulate the final manuscript as they wish. 

I transcribed interviews verbatim, regardless of any apparent grammatical awkwardness. All 

interviewees are men, as are the majority of deportees in Tijuana: reports by Immigration and 

Customs Enforcement and the Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse at Syracuse 

University report that men made up more than 90 percent of deportations in fiscal years 2012- 

2014 (TRAC 2014). 

The next chapter, chapter two, provides an overview of border history and Mexican 

migration to the US, demonstrating how increasingly militarized immigration policies conflate 

racism with national security. I have organized chapters three and four around contrasting 

themes, respectively: claims to citizenship based on family ties in the US and the role of 

community service in facilitating a recuperated, partible self. Chapter two focuses on narratives 

from deported veterans and nonveterans as they explain their relations to the family networks 

that keep them attached to the US. Deported nonveterans have shaped their identities via their 
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household roles in these networks and continue to participate in their transnational families in an 

effort to secure their own legal return to the US. In comparison, deported veterans focus 

relational networks on their families and how that focus intersects with the experience of the debt 

and trauma that the US government caused through its treatment of soldiers and veterans. 

Chapter three examines how deportees have refashioned their lives in Tijuana while still working 

towards repatriation to the US. I use two narratives of deported nonveterans and one narrative of 

a deported veteran to demonstrate how deportees understand their stigma as convicted criminals 

while performing local community service. Their stories highlight how partible personhood 

operates not just as a claims-making strategy for return but also as a personal process of social 

reconciliation in their new environment. 

In conclusion, I hope that my thesis sheds light on both the trauma of deportation and the 

resiliency that deportees demonstrate in their continued negotiation of race, family, nationality, 

ethnicity, and belonging. 
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Chapter 2: Criminality and Race in Deportation 
 

In her germinal piece on border identity, Gloria Anzaldúa writes that the “US-Mexican 

border es una herida abierta [an open wound] where the third world grates against the first and 

bleeds” (1987: 25). The border is a wound that cannot heal. As both US and Mexico continue to 

marginalize the cultures and identities of Mexican-Americans, the border “hemorrhages again, 

the lifeblood of two worlds merging to form a third country, a border culture” (1987: 25). For the 

communities living along either side of the divide, the border represents a liminal space and co- 

occurrence of multiple identities, far from parallel in the contrasts their paired oppositions 

represent: local Mexican and Mexican immigrant, colonizer and colonized, mobile capital and 

restricted people. The integrated lives of Mexicans and Americans therefore resist any simplistic 

conflation of ethnicity, race, and nation against a backdrop of border militarization and so-called 

“free trade.” 

Because of conquest, proximity, and a history of human and capital mobility, the 

Mexican community in the US encompasses a range of legal statuses for their residents. Despite 

their continued presence in the US, Mexicans exist as “perpetually foreign” racialized subjects— 

even those whose families have lived within US borders for generations (Bebout 2016: 2; 

Anzaldúa 1987: 4). Out of thirty-four million Mexicans in the US, over eleven million are 

foreign-born and nearly six million reside without authorization (Flores 2017; Cohn et al. 

2017b). Although people of Mexican origin have always been the largest Hispanic group in the 

US, since 2000 the number of Mexicans in the US has grown primarily through birth in the US, 

not immigration (Flores 2017). Since the Great Recession in 2007, Mexican migration to the US 

has decreased by 6 percent between 2007 and 2015 (Cohn et al. 2017a). Therefore, within the 

past ten years, an increasing proportion of Mexicans in the US are native-born citizens. 
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However, although the rate of naturalization for immigrants as a whole is at an all-time high, 

naturalization rates for eligible Mexican immigrants remain significantly lower than average. In 

2015, 42 percent of eligible Mexicans became US citizens, compared to 74 percent of eligible 

non-Mexicans (Gonzalez-Barrera 2017: 4). Surveyed Mexican immigrants said they did not 

apply for citizenship because of inadequate English-language skills, the high cost of the 

application, and a lack of time or desire, although 98 percent of Mexicans surveyed said they 

would become US citizens if able (Gonzalez-Barrera 2017: 9). 

Disproportionally low rates of naturalization leave Mexican immigrant communities 

uniquely vulnerable, revealing the determining relationship between white nationalism and 

border militarization, as I explain below. While previous sections of a barrier along the US- 

Mexican border arose throughout the twentieth century, the continuously fortified border known 

today started in 1994 concurrent with the implementation of the North American Free Trade 

Agreement (NAFTA). Now, a border wall stretches nearly 2,000 miles from the Gulf of Mexico 

to the Pacific Ocean. Noting the hypocrisy of border militarization pursued simultaneously with 

free-trade agreements, political scientist Peter Andreas writes that while NAFTA “promotes a 

deterritorialization of the economy, U.S. border-control initiatives reinforce state claims to 

territorial authority” (2016: 14). At the same time that the US was physically reinforcing the 

border, they were increasing funding and giving priority to the forced removal of immigrants. 

Commodities must circulate; Mexicans must not. Deportation solidified the American ability to 

create a national identity through the forceful removal of ethnically or racially deviant persons 

(Flores and Gomez 2018). While white nationalism attempts to exclude many groups from being 

American, discourses of border militarization and deportation prioritize removing Mexicans, 

reinforcing the notion that Americanness is whiteness and that the primary, external foil of 
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whiteness is the brown Mexican Other (Bebout 2016: 3). The preservation and continued 

construction of the border wall reinforces white nationalism by keeping out Mexican Others and 

protecting the state’s ostensible, insular whiteness. Although deportation is promoted to shore up 

national security, deportation of Mexicans is part of a longer history of racialized logics of 

removal that serve other purposes (Flores and Gomez 2018). 

The potential for deportation and the violence of white Othering resonate throughout the 

Mexican community in the US. Numbers of forced removals have been rising since the Clinton 

administration but reached an unprecedented high under President Obama. However, the catch- 

all term, “deportation,” is misleading because it does not distinguish between the removal of 

people who have lived in the US and those deported after crossing the border. Between 2009 and 

2014, deportation of people “settled and working” in the US fell by 40 percent whereas 

deportations of people apprehended crossing the border increased (Bennett 2014). However, in 

January 2018, the Trump administration signed an executive order to prioritize deportations of 

immigrants without criminal histories and those living in the country’s interior. Since then, 

nearly 54,000 immigrants have been deported from the interior, a 34 percent increase from the 

previous year (Sacchetti 2017). Deportations from the interior target immigrants with established 

families, traumatizing deportees and reinforcing the racialized dimension of the policing of 

immigrants (Slack et al. 2015: 120; Coleman and Kocher 2011: 230). 

An increasing focus on deporting “criminal” immigrants speaks to broader ideas of 

deportation as a means of ensuring national security and policing white spaces. After the state- 

of-emergency response to 9/11, the Department of Homeland Security was created in 2002 and 

included three new agencies to manage immigration enforcement: Immigration and Customs 

Enforcement (ICE), Citizenship and Immigration Services (CIS), and Customs and Border 
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Enforcement (CBE). Oliviero explains that by transferring immigration affairs away from the 

Department of State, the administration demonstrated that “migration is viewed more as a 

question of national safety than of democracy and diversity,” thereby exposing “the 

contradictory dimensions within a US ‘nation of immigrants’ mythologies” (2013: 2). According 

to this myth, the US promotes immigration in order to create a diverse national character—i.e. 

the melting pot—whereas the state’s new immigration agencies treat immigrants as threats to 

(white) national security. In the US, discourses of multiculturalism co-occur with a militarized 

deportation regime and the coding of racial difference as deviance. 

The possibility of deportation threatens the security of immigrants in the US and further 

conflates immigration with illegality (Debry 2012). In a comparative study among Mexican 

parents who had been detained, deported, or neither, sociologist Joanna Dreby explains the way 

that “deportability” shapes the lived experiences of immigrant families, finding that the threat of 

deportation requires that immigrants remove themselves from networks of reciprocity with the 

state (2012). Fear of deportation has been found to negatively impact immigrants’ willingness to 

use public services such as healthcare and education out of fear of deportation, in addition to 

trauma over family separation (Dreby 2012: 831; Hagan et al. 2010: 1814). Immigrants were 

similarly targeted as a security threat after the Clinton administration meted stricter punishment 

out to non-citizens for the same crime, including the possibility of deportation, creating an 

environment wherein merely being an immigrant became a dangerous deviance (Oliviera 2013: 

6). Thus, the 2018 focus on deporting “criminal” immigrants was merely part of a broader 

strategy intended to criminalize all immigrants, allegedly justifying their removal in turn. That 

Mexican immigrants disproportionately suffer from rates of deportation suggests their specific 

criminalization in the U.S. 
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However, some legal reforms have attempted to protect from deportation those 

undocumented immigrants with longstanding connections to the US. Programs such as Deferred 

Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) promises a renewable, temporary reprieve from 

immigration for discrete two-year periods and eligibility for a work permit to those who have 

been living in the US without documentation given certain conditions such as age of arrival, 

level of education, and lack of a criminal record (Singer and Svajlenka 2013). Similarly, the 

Immigration and Nationality Act offers streamlined naturalization for immigrants who have 

served in the armed forces. While Congress established a five-year minimum residency for 

immigrants to naturalize in 1802, the demand for soldiers during the Civil War prompted 

Congress to pass the Alien Soldiers Naturalization Act. This act allowed any alien twenty-one 

years of age or older with an honorable discharge from the Union military to apply for 

naturalization after one year of residency, including African Americans (Goring 2001: 412). 

However, the failure to include all racial minorities meant the exclusion of immigrants whose 

identities placed them beyond the black/white binary. The Bureau of Naturalization thus denied 

citizenship to Asian Americans who served in World War I for being “yellow” (Salyer 2004: 

847). However, the Nye-Lea Act of 1935 allowed immigrant veterans of all races to apply for 

expedited naturalization. This was the “baptism by fire” to which I referred earlier by which 

liminal racial subjects managed to prove their Americanness through military service (Salyer 

2004: 848). Regardless of their potential for racial deviance, all veterans have thus earned rights 

to American citizenship. Gaining recognition of such rights is another issue. 

Future amendments undermined immigrant veterans’ access to these rights. The Alien 

Soldiers Naturalization Act was amended in 1926 to exclude immigrants who had been 

previously deported or convicted of a crime (Goring 2001: 417), demonstrating the perceived 
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incompatibility between Americanness and criminality, on one hand, and the parallel status of 

deportability and criminality on the other. The current status of the Immigration and 

Naturalization Act further makes the point, granting amnesty to undocumented wartime veterans 

but not to undocumented peacetime veterans. Nonetheless, the unstable legal status of immigrant 

veterans has led to the deportation of an unknown number of military vets, as no data is collected 

on deportees’ veteran status during their removal proceedings (ACLU 2016: 3). This raises 

questions about the role of military service in the making of citizens under a new era of 

immigration policy. 
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Chapter 3: Networks of Care, from Family and State 
 

This chapter highlights the experiences of five deportees as they seek to reconcile their 

spatial position in Mexico with their kinship ties to the US. Despite different life stories, they 

share a thread common to many deportees’ lives in that they have children, siblings, and parents 

in the US with whom they wish to reunite. Hector and Alberto are both deported nonveterans 

whose families have supported their goals and offered financial, legal, and emotional support 

throughout Hector and Alberto’s transitions back to Mexico. These deportees’ ability to maintain 

family networks justifies, in their eyes, their claims to return to the US since their relatives have 

transitioned to legal citizenship there, and their children were born in the US. In highlighting a 

relational, partible self with ties to networks of “productive” US relatives which they helped 

establish while living in the US, Hector and Alberto both consider parts of their lives and selves 

as remaining in the US, embedded in family networks even as the two men await their own 

embodied return to the US. 

Deported veterans similarly argue for their return to the US on the grounds of the family 

ties that they cultivated there. Unlike deported nonveterans, however, they frame this argument 

within the context of their military service and create a divisible personhood that they associate 

with their families through the idiom of military service. That is to say that their military service 

negatively impacted these veteran’s relationships with their family, separating them from their 

families for long periods of time in the service of the United States. In these circumstances, their 

military colleagues became an interim family network. To this day, their sense of self circulates 

between these competing poles. On one hand, they seek to return to the US because they believe 

they have the right to do so, having earned it, they claim, because of their service as military 

personnel. On the other hand, they want to return to the US to repair the relationships 
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compromised or ruined by their absence from their families during their military service. The US 

owes them a welcome “home” not only for their service as veterans, then, but also due to the 

trauma their families share due to that service. Their experience has partitioned them between 

two countries—between a sense of presumed obligation by the United States that gives them a 

right to return in some sense, on one hand, and a regretful resignation, on the other, to live far 

from the families they love. 

Hector 
 

Hector sat across from me in the coffee shop on the third floor of the shopping plaza in 

Tijuana where we met that day. Rather than with the usual sounds of coffee grinders and 

espresso machines, the air was filled with the cacophony of the mall playground to our left. 

Hector and I first met through Madres y Familias Deportadas en Acción. He was a favorite of 

Maria’s since he had met her after his last deportation to Tijuana, and he continues to help at the 

office when he is not working. Our interview was casual and friendly, conducted as we sipped 

coffee, cocooned by the noise of happy children and beeping machinery. 

Hector explained that he was born in Distrito Federal (Mexico City) and lived there until 

he was sixteen, when his mother brought their family—including his two brothers, sister, and 

father—to the US. He says she brought them for a “better life” and that “she knew that the 

country of the United States of America is the better country to live.” Less than two minutes into 

the interview, Hector established one of his most strongly felt convictions about his life in the 

US and his subsequent deportation: that the US is the better country because it is a place in 

which a person can raise a family. He emphasized this by explaining that he has no family left in 

Mexico. After he moved to the US, his extended family joined him there as well, leaving him 

with no kin network in his original country. Life in the US guaranteed him access to his family, 
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the yardstick by which he measures his idea of individual success. His multiple deportations 

have since ruptured his ability to create a unified sense of himself, as the time that has elapsed 

since he was separated from his family has made him feel increasingly incomplete. 

Hector’s first deportation came after he was arrested as an employee at a real estate 

agency and prosecuted for fraud in 2011. After serving 187 days in a California county jail, a 

lawyer offered to take his case and extricate him from jail: “There’s a lawyer that comes over 

and says, you know what, you’re gonna fire this lawyer and I’m gonna be your new lawyer, and 

you’re out today but you go to Mexico,” Hector told me. He continued, “I’m thinking what I do? 

What do I do!?” His tone shifted, anxious now in place of his earlier friendliness. He continued, 

his body language conveying an air of surrender: he decided to sign to be released from prison to 

be deported rather than to stay to fight his case, hoping that he would be deported to a city where 

he knew someone. His bet paid off when he was deported to his wife’s hometown, Mexicali. He 

explained: “The first time it was not that bad because I had support from my ex-wife and her 

family, because all her family lives in Mexicali. They give me a place to live, they treat me as 

good as family.” He stayed with them until his family in the US could save enough money to 

send to buy him a car in Mexico. Hector bought one with California plates and paid a woman to 

drive him across the border so that he could be reunited with his family. 

Here, Hector’s story demonstrates the critical importance of family to deportees. While in 

prison, Hector was isolated from his wife and children, unable to provide for them economically 

and limited in his ability to offer emotional support. When offered an early release, he struggled 

with the wager that being freed from prison required his return to Mexico, separating him from 

his family. However, unlike prison, deportation offered the possibility of re-crossing the border, 

an unfeasible option were he to remain incarcerated. Forced to decide between two undesirable 
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futures, he chose the one that seemed to offer the faster route to reunification with his family. 

Family networks of care thus proved instrumental to his success as he valued the treatment he 

received from his ex-wife’s family, a hospitality now unavailable since their divorce. 

Hector further explained his role as head of household and his ability to support his 

children as defining characteristics of his sense of self: 

I used to have everything. My family, my dogs. My work, my car, my account, good 
times. Camping, take the kids to school. Pick them up from school, help them do their 
homework. Go to the movies. Have a good time, such a good times with them. Go the 
theater or museum with them, or just play when it’s raining, go outside and play with the 
kids outside. That works. 

 
Hector emphasizes co-presence in the daily lives of his children when describing what he 

misses most since returning to Mexico. While living in California, he was able to participate in 

the mundane daily activities that build kinship, emphasizing his ability to offer economic support 

through “my work” and “my [bank] account.” Living in the US allowed him to fulfill the 

prototypical masculine roles as head of household and family breadwinner. Although he is still 

able to communicate with his children by phone, his access is limited since the divorce. To him, 

life in the US has become synonymous with stability and a reliable family unit: the ability to live 

together peacefully and without fear. After his second deportation, his ex-wife again asked for 

him to cross back into the US to be with their family and support them. Hector explained that the 

fear of living undocumented in the US again made him unable to cross back: “every time I go to 

the border, for me it’s like a huge, humongous wall that I can’t even cross. I tried three times to 

cross the border … I almost freezed, my legs couldn’t even move because I was frozen! I 

couldn’t even move.” Here, the threat of deportation is an impenetrable barrier, embodied by the 

physical wall separating him from his family. Regardless of his desire to be with his family, he 

cannot divorce himself from living under the constant threat of government surveillance and 

deportability. 
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Hector reiterated the role of family in his process of self-identification when he said, “I 

felt like a husband, like a father. Because I have what I need, which is my family. Now, because 

I don’t have no family, it’s like I’m not complete.” In describing himself as incomplete because 

he lives without physical access to his family, Hector asserts the central claim of partible 

citizenship: that deported individuals establish citizenship through networks of caring relations 

rather than through any particular legal status gained as individuals. Living in the US allowed 

Hector to establish himself as a “family-man” by sustaining a subjectivity determined by his role 

as a father and husband. As long as he lives separately from his family, he continues to think of 

returning to the US as the path to self-realization and fulfillment, and of his ties to his family as 

potential legal grounds for his return 

Alberto 
 

Alberto relied similarly on family networks to feel complete as a person. Rather than base 

those networks on spousal relationships, however, he focused on those that resulted from having 

cared for his ill mother and having lost contact with his infant son after his deportation. In our 

interview, Alberto explained that after his mother had a stroke, he and his siblings decided that 

he would move in with her to take care of her while she recovered: 

When she had her first brain stroke, she was paralyzed from half of her body. So we all 
had a meeting, all my brothers and sisters, and at the time I was working part-time. And 
my mom told us to promise not to put her in an elderly home. And we did, we promised 
her that we wouldn’t. So they said why don’t Alberto take care of her because he’s 
working part-time? And I said ok. 

 
Alberto accepted responsibility for his mother because of an obligation to both her and 

his siblings. While his siblings were either busy with their jobs or with their own nuclear 

families, Alberto appeared to be the one most able to quit his job and care for their mother. His 

siblings pooled their money to make up for his lost wages, ensuring that their mother would be 

able to stay in her home. The year Alberto spent caring for his mother came to define his 
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relationship with his family in the US. His siblings achieved their status as US citizens by 

maintaining clean records, applying for citizenship, and succeeding in their businesses. In 

contrast, Alberto was still living from itinerant, part-time work. While his siblings measured their 

productivity in how they could provide financially for the family, Alberto measured his in the 

physical care he provided for their mother, such as taking her to the clinic for appointments and 

helping her with housework. He defined his role as a citizen in terms of being a good son and 

brother, developing a relational network of belonging based on his familial obligation to care. 

His arrest for petty theft undermined this role, however, and landed him in deportation 

proceedings, during which he was incarcerated while his mother passed away. His voice broke 

during our interview as he explained: “When I was waiting to be deported, it was during 

Thanksgiving. And my mom passed away a day after Thanksgiving while I was incarcerated.” 

He paused to wipe tears from his cheeks before continuing: “I knew my mother was going to 

pass away sooner or later…I couldn’t tell my mom, I love you.” Alberto’s deportation distanced 

him from his mother while she died and then again during her funeral, rupturing the relationship 

he had built with his family as a caretaker. After he lost his active participation in the relational 

nexus that joined his mother, his siblings, and him, and given the ongoing difficulty his siblings 

have faced in assuring his return, Alberto has now turned to his lost son as a potential route for 

return. 

Struggling to keep tears from falling, Alberto told me how he was first separated from his 

son when he was incarcerated when his partner was seven-months pregnant. He was released 

after eighteen months but struggled to find the location of his former partner and son before 

hearing that his son had been given up for adoption. He explained his longing to reunite with his 

son: 
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I didn’t see him anymore until now. I don’t know where he’s at. You know I’m sure he 
wants to know who the father is. Or maybe not, I don’t know. But I sure would love to 
know where he’s at…I told my sister, why don’t you look on Facebook, I’m sure there’s 
a resemblance…I have a boy out there, somewhere. My life there’s [in the US] been a lot 
of ups and downs, ups and downs. It’s kind of sad you know, that I let go of my 
American dream. I threw it away. 

 
Here, Alberto equates the American dream with his ability to successfully raise his child. 

Because he has lost contact with his son—first through adoption, then deportation—he has lost 

access to the American dream. Being American means his ability to be a father; he defines his 

citizenship in terms of a relational network of parent-child support that also encompasses his 

former partner and now, potentially, the child’s new parents. Reconnecting with his US-born son 

would give Alberto the potential to petition for reentry into the US via the family eligibility 

category for permanent residence. Alberto’s family came to the US without documentation, 

borrowing birth certificates from family already in California to cross the border. Although his 

family received amnesty under Reagan’s immigration reforms, Alberto lost his residency after 

his first arrest. Now, he says, “my only hope is if I find my son. He could ask for me.” Similar to 

Hector’s children in relation to him, Alberto’s child is both a reservoir of American identity, 

defining him as belonging to the US via his status as the father of an American child, and a 

justification for granting him US citizenship. While Hector is able to perpetuate this hope 

through continued, long-distance interaction with his children, Alberto relies on the cooperation 

of his siblings to assist him in finding his son and seeking legal assistance. Alberto’s siblings are 

also trying to petition for restoring his legal status now that they are all US citizens, deepening 

his ties to the US through a family-led legal battle. Without family support, Alberto does not 

qualify for any category to solicit permanent residency status. Together, the loss of his mother 

and son seem fixable only through being reunited with his family in California, with Alberto’s 

lost son embodying his distant, ever receding American dream. 
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Guillermo 
 

Guillermo is one of the founders of the deported veterans movement in Baja California 

and has participated in multiple organizations as these associations have grown and reorganized. 

Currently, he works with Unified US Deported Veterans (UUDV) in collaboration with the 

international organization Veterans for Peace and advocates for deported veterans to be returned 

to the US with expunged criminal records and full citizenship. We met in the back room of the 

UUDV office located within sight of the San Ysidro pedestrian crossing into the US. 

Guillermo came to the US during the Vietnam War after the drug violence in his family’s 

home state of Michoacán started threatening members of their family who were prominent 

leaders in the La Familia cartel. His mother initiated the move when Guillermo was three-years 

old in order to reunite with those members of their family who were already in California. They 

arrived in Madera, California as legal permanent residents, but the family members who stayed 

behind were killed in drug-related violence. While Guillermo’s family had been wealthy in 

Mexico, owning land and agricultural resources, they came to the US with little. Rather than live 

on their family ranch with access to fresh meat and vegetables, they now lived in what Guillermo 

called “the hood,” a segregated neighborhood of primarily black residents. Local students bullied 

Guillermo and his siblings for being immigrants and Mexican and for speaking Spanish. His 

parents made them spend summers working in fields picking grapes and tomatoes. Although he 

had dreamed of going to fashion school in San Francisco or New York, explaining that he 

wanted “to take the stigma away from men being designers,” his family could not afford the 

expense of the private university training he sought as a design student. Instead, he joined the 

Army Reserves. 
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In describing his motivation to join the military, Guillermo identified one of his first 

memories in the US as that of seeing soldiers in an airport: 

I saw all the respect the soldiers got in the airport, and how they were wearing the 
uniform. And that’s all I wanted to do, ever since I saw those soldiers come into the 
airport with their duffle bags. Because I saw how everyone was saluting their hands, 
people saluting them. It was an awesome feeling. So right then I decided I that I wanted 
to join the military when I was old enough. 

 
At the same time his classmates marked and marginalized him as an outsider because of 

his race and nationality. Guillermo saw military personnel as having an elevated status compared 

to that of civilians and, in particular, to the one his fellow students had allocated him. By saluting 

soldiers in public, people in the airport demonstrated the prestige conferred to soldiers. 

Guillermo internalized at that moment the understanding that military service offers recruits a 

social status unavailable to civilians, offering him the possibility of transforming himself from a 

Mexican Other into a denizen of white America. This transformation seemed in reach its 

pinnacle when his reserve status was activated, and Guillermo’s mother argued that he should go 

to Mexico rather than training to prepare for the US invasion of Grenada. She thought that Latino 

soldiers had been disproportionately killed in Vietnam compared to white soldiers and would 

have rather seen her son seek shelter in Mexico than go to war. Guillermo refused. His tone was 

heavy as he told me: 

I had a pretty good relationship with my mother until I got activated to go to war because 
my mother didn’t want me to go. When I was leaving at the airport, my mother actually 
followed me on her knees yelling for me not to go, in the airport…It was really hard to 
have my mother do that. I can still remember that I was crying when I got on the airplane. 
Everyone was telling me, what are you going to do? That’s your mother! You’re going to 
leave your mother there!? But I had signed to serve my country. I had to follow through. 

 
Although Guillermo was willing to go to war, his unit was waiting for their plane to take 

off when they received notice that Grenada had surrendered. Rather than deploy for combat, 

Guillermo left the airport the same day he arrived. After spending two days on a military base 
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being declassified, he returned home to a fractured relationship with his mother, cementing his 

sense of himself as more American than Mexican. He explained: 

She didn’t really want to talk to me because I was willing to give up my life to protect the 
rights and freedoms of American citizens and I wasn’t even a citizen! So my mother was 
like, how can you be so stupid? You’re ready to give your life for this country and you’re 
not even a part of this country. That’s when I realized, I’m an American. I tried to tell 
her, I’m not Mexican anymore, I’m an American. We live here, this is our country, this is 
my country. If I signed up to go, I have to go! 

 
Before Guillermo’s deployment, his military enlistment had no effect on his family life. 

As a reservist, he was able to continue living with his family in California and working in the 

restaurant they had opened, seamlessly participating in both worlds. On reflection, Guillermo 

described leaving for Grenada as a symbolic moment for his relationship to his family and 

national identity. Staying with his mother or leaving for Mexico required abandoning his promise 

to the US state, whereas staying in the military offered a way to prove his courage and resolve on 

behalf of the American people. By rejecting his mother’s pleas in front of other soldiers, he 

publicly confirmed his loyalty to the US and asserted himself as American. In effect, Guillermo 

rewrote the boundaries of his relational sense of self. While he had previously benefited from the 

social networks of his immigrant family, he opted to enmesh himself in the soldier-state 

relationship through the US military instead, dividing his sense of self and most identifying with 

the part defined as veteran and thus citizen. 

Guillermo elaborated: he attributed his sense of belonging in the US not only to a shared 

culture and loyalty but also because the oath that soldiers take seems to say that soldiers are 

nationals of the US as a result of taking this oath. Former soldiers like Guillermo argue that the 

oath of enlistment requires that anyone serving in the armed forces swear allegiance to US: 

I,      , do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support and defend the Constitution of 
the United States against all enemies, foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and 
allegiance to the same; and that I will obey the orders of the President of the United 
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States and the orders of the officers appointed over me, according to regulations and the 
Uniform Code of Military Justice. So help me God. 

 
By swearing allegiance, veterans comply with 8 U.S.C. 1101(a)(22) (US Code on Aliens and 

Nationality) that states that “the term ‘national’ means a person owing permanent allegiance to 

the state.” Veterans who have taken a government-regulated oath of allegiance argue that they 

should therefore be treated as nationals rather than aliens. More than a legal ambiguity, the belief 

that swearing allegiance conferred citizenship pervaded advice exchanged between military 

commanders and their immigrant soldiers at the time of Guillermo’s enlistment. After Guillermo 

had completed his contract as a reservist, his commanding officers told him that he was a 

national of the US and would be able to travel on a US passport. Combining his revised sense of 

self with word-of-mouth legal status, Guillermo considered himself to be a full citizen of the US, 

both culturally and legally. 

While he felt that he was never able to recover his close relationship with his mother, he 

was able to return to his family and start working in their drug business again, at which point he 

began trafficking marijuana up and down the West Coast of the US. He described his family’s 

drug business as an open secret in their town. People were not upset with their activities, 

however, because the family gave generously to local charities. Although Guillermo experienced 

relative security in Madera, Merced police eventually arrested him for trafficking marijuana. 

After a year and a half and twenty thousand dollars spent fighting his case, he was sentenced to a 

year in jail. His jailtime led to a divorce, a detainer from ICE that prevented his release from 

prison, and two years fighting against his deportation in immigration court. He described telling 

immigration officials that he was “a veteran of the United States Armed Forces” before they told 

him that he was not a citizen as he had thought. 
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As a deported veteran, Guillermo narrates a different version of partible citizenship than 

deported nonveterans do. Rather than asserting a sense of self that circulates in family networks 

based in the US, Guillermo’s relational identity emerged as a soldier enmeshed in networks of 

obligation and care within the US state and in association with its citizens. Deportation felt like 

the ultimate betrayal after Guillermo had sacrificed the relationship that he had with his family to 

risk his life for his adopted country. Because of his oath to the military and his status as a 

veteran, Guillermo continues to this day to identify as an American citizen, despite having been 

deported to Mexico. He considers himself to have irrevocably become a prototypical American 

subject—a male soldier—and, since he can never lose his veteran status, a part of him continues 

to circulate in the distant US with his family via his lifelong commitment to US security. 

Daniel 
 

Daniel, a veteran of Desert Storm, similarly asserts his US citizenship through a past 

history of military belonging. However, rather than articulate his sense of self in terms of having 

traded his family identity for his life as a soldier, Daniel claims a partible self due to the 

deterioration of his mental health as a result of his military service and, by extension, of his 

ability to be a husband. Daniel was born in Nogales, Mexico two miles south of the border. His 

family moved to Phoenix, Arizona before he turned a year old, and he has no memory of life 

before the move. Like many veterans, Daniel had children who were my age and American 

citizens. I was able to meet his son Luis after Luis had moved from Arizona to be with his father 

in Rosarito, the town just south of Tijuana where Daniel lived. When I met Daniel for an 

interview in the UUDV office, he had spent most of that Saturday afternoon working in their 

social media archives while he waited for Luis to finish his shift in the mall across the border. 
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In contrast to many veterans who proudly describe their military service to assert their veteran 

status, Daniel described his time in the military as a time of chaotic loss and the catalyst for the 

addiction that led to his incarceration and divorce. His eyes were heavy as he leaned across the 

office desk, echoing Guillermo’s experiences of the military chipping away at his family’s 

stability. However, Daniel’s family was proud that he went into the military to serve his country, 

despite the fact that the family missed him after he deployed. Daniel didn’t realize how much 

damage his military service had caused until after he finished his enlistment. He explained: 

I was thinking I’ll be able to serve my country and make my family proud, and maybe see 
a little bit of the world…I went in as an eighteen-year old kid. Just like idealistic, bright- 
eyed. Thinking I’m gonna do my service, I’m gonna get out and go to college, provide 
for my family, everything’s gonna be great. And coming out of the military, I have a 
broken marriage, an alcoholic. I have substance abuse problems. I started self-medicating 
and. That’s not the way I went in. So all those things contribute to my experience as, as 
an American. As a US soldier. 

 
Daniel had expected that military service would offer a path out of economic precarity, 

leading to a stable career or to college so that he could provide for his young wife and infant son. 

He further explained that he had deployed expecting that US troops would find Sadam Hussein’s 

weapons of mass destruction. Instead, he missed his citizenship interview because of his 

deployment and returned to Arizona traumatized. As his substance abuse continued, his family 

became one of many to separate following divorce. In Daniel’s eyes, the military owed him a 

debt because it had caused the breakdown of both his family and his mental health. His 

experience thus validated his identity as an American, as a result of having entered into a cycle 

of exchange with the US government, giving birth in him to a sense of himself embedded in a 

relation of presumed care from and felt obligation towards the state. 

This exchange came to a climax when Daniel was arrested and convicted of drug 

possession. However, since he had no prior convictions, he was sentenced to thirty-seven 

months, and the judge recommended a minimal security prison camp for the first half of his 
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sentence followed by an eighteen-month drug rehabilitation program. Daniel’s voice rose in 

emotion as he described what happened next: 

My kids were waiting for me. I was ready to get my halfway house, I was ready to come 
home. But what happened instead, I got an immigration flag on my name. I was 
transferred to solitary confinement—the hole—for three, almost four months. And I went 
from prison camp to medium prison, where they have armed guards, razor wire, much 
more serious inmates with much more serious charges…More danger…I did not get my 
year off because they took my drug program away and they took away my halfway 
house. Because of my green card status, my immigration…My kids were waiting for me 
and I never made it home. Fucking still haven’t made it home. 

 
When the criminal justice system saw Daniel as a US citizen, it considered him worthy of 

rehabilitation. For Daniel, this amounted to the state paying its moral debt to him. While military 

service had driven him to substance abuse and his consequent arrest, the state would provide the 

necessary care for him to recuperate into the father his children had been missing since he first 

deployed. However, once the state recognized him as an immigrant, it degraded his subject status 

and treated him as a dangerous criminal instead of as a person struggling to overcome an illness. 

He was then deported, undermining his ability to return to his children. Here, Daniel shares 

Hector’s place-making strategy to argue that his national belonging to the US follows from the 

relationship he has with his US-citizen children. Daniel further argues that the government’s 

treatment of immigrant parents will encourage unrest in these parents’ children, saying that 

“we’re gonna have a lot of kids that are angry at the system, angry at the government and the 

powers that be that one or both of their parents are deported.” Not only do immigrant parents 

have the right to reside in the US because of their children, but the US is obligated to its child 

citizens to keep them together with their parents. Separating parents from their children becomes 

an attack on the rights of born US citizens. 

Daniel explained how his sons had struggled since he was deported during their 

childhood and that as teenagers they fell into addiction. Unable to take care of his sons in the US, 
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he has urged them to move to Mexico so that he can help them recover and build a better life for 

themselves. His voice was thick with worry and frustration as he elaborated: 

I wish I could take care of him, but I can’t get back there, to the States. My kids have 
been waiting for me since seven years ago. And during those seven years they turned 
from thirteen to twenty-years old. They grew up on me, and they’ve been needing me, 
and that’s how fucked up the system is. 

 
Daniel embeds his right to return in the welfare of his US citizen children. While the state 

can deny immigrants their full personhood, Daniel argues that they cannot do so to born citizens, 

namely, to his children. In defining his sense of self in relation to his ability to care for his 

children, he imputes an obligation to the state to protect immigrant parents for the sake of their 

children, the nation’s own citizens. But the state failed to protect his children from the same 

addiction the military brought upon him, demonstrating its inability to offer care to its 

dependents. Daniel’s partible citizenship thus divides between the relations of care he tries to 

offer his children through phone calls and webchats and the claims that he makes on the state’s 

continued failure to provide for his children as citizens. 

Arturo 
 

I met Arturo through the UUDV events and asked if he would do an interview with me 

after I saw him at the office and during the binational church services. At seventy years old and a 

veteran of the Vietnam War, Arturo was one of the oldest members of UUDV and had been 

deported in 1998. Despite living for twenty years in Mexico, he called Tijuana “a prison” and 

said that he would never feel at home in the city. Rather than advocating for his return to the US, 

Arturo has based his claims of citizenship on receiving state benefits in the form of Veterans 

Administration healthcare and his pension. While growing up in the US, Arturo had little 

connection to his nuclear or extended family. Upon joining the military, therefore, his veteran 

benefits became his most important access to care, and Arturo began to equate his rights within 
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the US with his right to receive his veteran benefits. He argued that the state had a moral 

obligation to provide for him since he had fairly earned both his military benefits and savings 

thanks to his prior employment. Arturo grounded his network of care not in a transnational 

family but in the relationship he had once had with US state resources; thus his claims circulate 

in networks of economic obligation and its relation to his quality of life rather than as an 

attachment to family or nationality. 

For our interview, Arturo invited me to the café where he once worked after having been 

deported. Having worked in the US as a photographer, he explained that the café had once been a 

gallery, and he had been one of the curators before the owners sold the space. The overhead 

lights hummed softly as he told me that he was born in Zacatecas, Mexico before moving to 

Juarez and then El Paso with his mother at three years old. Although he had a sister in Mexico, 

Arturo’s mother left his sister with their father in Mexico, and he didn’t see his sister until 

adulthood. When Arturo was five years old, his mother secured him a green card, and they 

moved to Santa Monica, California to a neighborhood he described as “very European. Lots of 

Yugoslavian, Jewish. Very little other colored people you know.” Like Guillermo, Arturo started 

his time in the US as a child and clearly remembers being othered because of his skin tone. He 

explained further: “I learned right away. Me and my mom would be on the bus and people would 

be like staring. I wasn’t used to it.” 

Three years later, Arturo and his mother moved to East Los Angeles where he lived in the 

crosshairs of multiple gangs. That violence echoed throughout his life, from how his mother 

abused him to his experiences in the Vietnam War and, later, Tijuana: 

Growing up I would see people all over the place and it was from the Vietnam War. And 
what’s weird is that when I was living here, in Zona Norte, I would see a lot of people 
wounded but it’s from drugs…It’s also like a battlefield since I’ve been living here, it’s 
common to hear bullets shot at night. And not just one but several. 
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After moving to Tijuana, Arturo moved to Zona Norte, one of the northernmost colonias 

(neighborhoods) in the city with inexpensive rent due to a strong cartel presence. The colonia is 

popular with foreign tourists because of the brothels and ubiquitous drugs, despite its near- 

constant danger. Arturo said that he left the colonia as soon as he was able, feeling that he “had 

to get out” because of the violence and the cartel’s executions in the area. Despite, or perhaps 

because of, his time as a reconnaissance driver in the Vietnam War, Arturo felt as if he now lived 

under a constant state of attack and risk and lacked the financial means to live somewhere more 

secure. He stayed in Tijuana because it was closer to the border, and he hoped his family would 

be able to visit him but has since lost contact with most of his relatives. He told me that of his 

two children, “none of them talk to me anymore since I got deported.” 

Without a strong family network in either the US or Mexico, Arturo has defined his right 

to US belonging in terms of his right both to military health benefits and to his pension from 

working for thirty years in the US. After leaving the military, Arturo worked at a California gas 

company that offered him a veteran’s bonus. Despite the company’s ostensible desire to hire 

veterans, Arturo’s coworkers were less than welcoming, and he described their workplace 

relationship as being jealous and competitive and that the other workers were always “trying to 

make you look bad.” The tension culminated when one of the workers physically attacked 

Arturo, hitting his head and reopening a traumatic brain injury. The attack forced Arturo to stop 

working while he sought psychological care for the trauma and received state and federal 

disability benefits. After a year, Arturo’s former employer disqualified him from disability 

benefits, plunging him into a state of emotional and financial insecurity, as he told me: 

So finally, all my stuff was falling apart. I owed seven months, I don’t know how much, I 
owed four or five months rent. So I robbed a bank. And then I robbed another one. And 
then I was going to rob a third and I ran out of energy, I didn’t do nothing and I let myself 
get caught. And by this time my wife had turned me in…I let myself get caught and my 
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trial took ten long months. And when I got in trouble, the company said Arturo can come 
back now…I have some of the court records and she [the judge] said something like this 
man needs help. Nobody in their right mind confesses to what he has confessed to. 

Although Arturo initially received state benefits after the attack at the gas company, he 

lost them after a year despite needing further psychological care. He then turned, as he explained, 

to bank robbery to cover the lost income but was unable to continue due to emotional fatigue. 

Even in prison, he took night shifts in the bakery so that he could avoid contact with the other 

inmates. Arturo believed that he continued to deserve state benefits until he fully recovered 

because the injury had not been his fault. When the state failed to provide treatment, he turned to 

criminal activity to provide for his expenses. The judge acknowledged that his crimes did not 

seem to come from malicious intent but from a man who needed mental care. 

Because his prison sentence and later deportation further strained his relationships, 

Arturo arrived in Mexico without strong social networks on either side of the border. Rather than 

argue for his return to the US, Arturo now argues that he deserves to receive his state benefits in 

Mexico: 

Immigration. You know, as far as me, being military. Ok so they kick me out. But to take 
all my benefits and stuff away. That’s just. It’s like a death sentence. I’m falling apart, 
I’m not well. I have a traumatic brain injury. I was in an accident where I lost my 
memory for a little while and then that guy almost beat me to death. He threw me and hit 
my head in the same spot. And sometimes I lose my train of thought and people will tell 
me oh that happens to me too but no. Not as often as it happens to me. Or I’ve gotten lost 
where I don’t where I am or who I am. In the morning I take some medicine that’s 
homeopathic to calm me down. In the morning I’ll find myself in my room bouncing 
back and forth and that tells me I have to take my medicine. 

 
Arturo originally joined the army because of the benefits the military offered and 

expected to receive full treatment from the state while his health recovered. Instead, he received 

inadequate medical treatment and lost access to any additional healthcare because of his criminal 

record and consequent deportation. Arturo’s claim to partible citizenship thus emerged in the 

context of his perception of the state as the primary source of care for him, replacing the family 
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ties that other deportees use to claim the right to live in the US. Arturo thus stands at a midway 

point between the arguments of deported veterans like Guillermo and deported nonveterans like 

Hector. While Hector argues for a citizenship that prioritizes family over legal belonging, 

Guillermo understands his right to citizenship as existing within the current nation-state 

boundaries, where he is merely on the wrong side of the border. Arturo, in contrast, argues that 

he has the right to state care, regardless of his location, acknowledging that nation-states have the 

right to police their residents via deportation but not to deny people care that they have earned 

through service and oath-taking. 

Although he was deported for being a felon, he would have been able to access military 

healthcare and his pension were he a citizen veteran with a felony. Being an immigrant—rather 

than being a felon—barred him from any rehabilitative services or financial compensation to 

which he would have otherwise been entitled. He elaborated: 

Getting deported and having my benefits and all that taken away, stuff that I earned. It’s 
the same as robbing me. It’s the same thing as robbing me. And that’s supposed to be a 
legal system. I don’t know for me, it’s very confusing. Stuff that happens to me like that, 
I could justify. I was going to go back and rob another bank because you know, you guys 
owe me. 

 
From Arturo’s point of view, the US owed him a debt because they had unjustly taken his 

benefits. Like saving money for a later day, Arturo had anticipated receiving a pension as his 

income after retirement and thought that he would receive veteran healthcare too. Instead, he 

cannot access any free VA clinics and has limited money to pay for the medication he needs, so 

he takes a triple dosage of herbal pills to help balance his memory. Like Daniel, Arturo’s quality 

of life has declined since his military service; yet neither Daniel nor Arturo can access their 

rights to veteran healthcare because of their deportation. As Arturo struggles to survive in 

Tijuana, he resents the US state for failing to uphold its obligation to veterans, regardless of 

veterans’ immigration status. 
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Conclusion 
 

Both deported veterans and nonveterans enmesh a partible sense of self in family (or, in 

Arturo’s case, family-like) networks of care and obligation. While deported nonveterans point to 

deportation as the source of their divisible personhood, deported veterans argue that their 

military service fractured the sense of self that now circulates along networks of family and state 

care. Hector and Alberto demonstrate how their spatial distance after deportation disrupted their 

ability to provide for their families, threatening their primary sense of identity as caregivers. In 

contrast, Guillermo and Daniel argue that the military first ruptured their relationship with their 

families, then deportation. By distinguishing between their families’ responses to their time in 

the military and their time in deportation, they prime themselves to draw on their military service 

as their primary source of identity. Arturo does similarly because of the family networks he lacks 

in the US, making his veteran benefits the only source of care on which he can rely for life- 

saving treatment. Hector and Alberto thus exhibit personhood that circulates via a network that is 

identical to its goal: they hope to reunite with their families, and by continuing a transnational 

relationship with their families, they continue to argue for their own return to the US. The 

veterans’ claims stand apart because the reciprocal exchange relationship on which they focus is 

with the state. 
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Chapter 4: Community Service and Recuperation 
 

This chapter highlights two deported nonveterans and one deported veteran to explain 

how partible citizenship circulates via networks of community service that allow deportees to 

recuperate their sense of self and belonging after prison. For some deportees, a prison sentence in 

the US can shatter their sense of belonging by challenging their right to legal residence in the US 

or by threatening their relationship with their family. Deportees are similar to prisoners in that 

they lack many civic and social rights and feel peripheral to their communities. Both categories 

have been marked as deviant, and in some instances, dangerous, by the state, making community 

members wary. When both of these categories overlap—those of deportee and prisoner—as is 

the case for these interviewees, deportees must negotiate both US- and Mexico-based webs of 

belonging and criminality. 

For deported nonveterans, joining community service organizations is a crucial part of 

their reintegration. While still acknowledging strong ties to the US, these deportees are able to 

use community service to heal the fractures that their prison sentences have caused in their 

senses of self and family. They use their community service in Mexico to demonstrate their 

potential as productive citizens, cleansing that part of themselves that the US has marked as 

criminal and that also helped trigger their deportation. Deported veterans, in contrast, fail to 

conform to this model because they believe that their service preceded their criminal conviction 

and should therefore have secured their legal citizenship. While deported veterans also perform 

community service to demonstrate their capacity to serve their country, they locate that service 

strictly within the US, assuring their continued loyalty to the body to which they expect their 

repatriation. 

Robert 
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I met Robert on my first day in Tijuana. He stood a head taller than me and had 

participated in most of the major activist organizations located in the Tijuana-San Diego border 

area since being deported in 2013, fifty-one years after his initial arrival in the US. Our interview 

was done over the course of multiple days in the UUDV office, although we were often 

interrupted by donors looking to speak with him or by people coming into the office to seek his 

assistance on a project. While Robert’s story resembles that of many other people who were 

deported after having lived for decades in the US, he was the most candid about how he came to 

reconcile his conflicting identities, being a Mexican immigrant and living, at one time, in 

California. He was born in Tijuana before moving to Riverside County, California at six years 

old. 

At the beginning of our talk, Robert explained that of his six siblings in the US, all but 

one sister had transitioned to citizenship and that this sister was waiting because “she just 

procrastinated” on the application. However, for the siblings who did apply, the process took ten 

to fifteen years before they all became citizens. Although his father passed away before being 

able to complete the process, his mother naturalized along with his siblings. Robert spoke frankly 

about the internal conflict he felt when younger while his siblings were applying for citizenship: 

I never applied. I had plenty of opportunities. I even had my application partially filled 
out. I want to say I procrastinated, but at the same time, I didn’t think I needed it. My 
dad—and I don’t want to blame it on my dad—but he always had a sense of not 
forgetting your roots, you know where you come from. And I think I took it a little too 
much to heart because that has nothing to do with applying for citizenship. Which would 
have avoided me a lot of trouble. 

 
In retrospect, Robert was able to distinguish his legal identity (citizenship) from his 

cultural one (being Mexican), although as a young man he felt that the two were inextricably 

bound and that he would lose his Mexican identity by becoming a US citizen. The “trouble” he 

mentioned refers to his deportability and the lived vulnerability that led him to realize citizenship 
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not as a prescriptive, cultural identity, but as a set of rights and protections. Had Robert applied 

for US citizenship, he would have been protected from deportation after he found himself 

arrested for a minor drug infraction. He recognized that US citizenship did not make him 

“American” at the expense of being Mexican, but it would have protected him from the risks that 

immigrants incur by having impermanent or semi-permanent status. Although Robert lived as a 

permanent resident for more than forty years in the US, he still lived under the threat of 

deportation, whether or not he actively realized this in his day-to-day life. Looking back, he 

understood that although he assumed that he benefited from protections afforded to US 

citizens—hence his failure to consider legal citizenship necessary—he still lived as an immigrant 

in the eyes of the state and, as a result, was denied equal protection under the law and deported. 

One of Robert’s reasons for having no fear of being deported was his ability to pass as 

white. Despite living in a city with a large community of Mexican and Central American 

immigrants, Robert grew up witnessing racist discrimination against Mexicans. However, 

because he had light skin, people never assumed he was Mexican. He recalled deciding to “play 

the part” of a white person, telling me, “When I was at school I had to pretend to be somebody I 

wasn’t and at home I was back to who I was.” As a child, he was able to recognize the cultural 

mobility that came with white skin and took advantage of people’s misconceptions of his 

background. Although he was able to situate himself as belonging to a category of white citizen, 

the process exhausted him. He acknowledged that he had an “identity crisis” while growing up as 

a result and that he sees younger Mexican immigrants and Mexican-Americans in the US facing 

the same problems today. Many such youth seek solace in gangs or substance abuse. In Robert’s 

case, he turned to drug abuse and eventually went to prison, where he was forced to reconcile his 
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conflicting racial identities in response to the presence of prison gangs. He described the first 

time he was sent to prison and his early conversations with the other inmates: 

I was asked, you know, who do you run with. Who are you, what are you. And at that 
point I was like, I have a decision to make. I didn’t want to say I was with one side or 
another side because I’ve never been like that. I wanted, I’ve always been, even though I 
tried to hide where I was born, I didn’t want to say I’m taking this side over that side or 
anything like that. So I was in a dilemma about what I was going to do. And then 
something told me hey you’re born in Mexico. That’s who you are, that’s who you have 
to be with. Can’t play that farce anymore, because if you try to, you’re not going to be 
accepted anyway. So you’re talking about in a situation that could be dangerous so I just 
said no I’m paisa. 

While incarcerated, Robert realized that his status as a racialized subject had shifted and 

that whiteness no longer offered him the same protection it had before his incarceration. 

Furthermore, by virtue of having been arrested while passing as white, Robert believed that his 

racial “farce” no longer worked. He asserted himself as Mexican because he believed that 

claiming a false whiteness could no longer protect him and that the ruse only led to fissures in his 

identity, not to a sense of belonging. He explained further that other inmates were confused by 

his white skin when he spoke Spanish but that he was able to peacefully coexist with people of 

all races and ethnicities while in prison, telling me, “I didn’t care. People are people.” 

After being released from prison, Robert was arrested multiple times for petty crimes and 

released without going into immigration proceedings. After finishing his time on probation, he 

was arrested again, but this time he pleaded guilty to a crime he did not commit, hoping the court 

would give him the drug rehabilitation that he needed. Instead, he was put into immigration 

proceedings. His case dragged on for seven months before he chose to “self-deport.” Throughout 

his trial and appeals, his wife was suffering from a medical condition that kept her from working, 

and Robert thought that by accepting deportation he would be able to find work in Mexico. 

Because he had twenty years of experience in the airline and tourism industry, he expected to 

find work in Tijuana’s tourism industry and save enough money to relocate his wife to Mexico 
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with him. Instead, he spent months trying to find a job given the sluggish economy, and he 

struggled with differences in Spanish dialects in Mexico. Although Robert had recognized his 

Mexican identity in the US and was a legal citizen of Mexico, he lacked familiarity with local 

culture and had no access into local social networks. He struggled with Tijuana’s dialect of 

Spanish and was often treated as a foreigner while looking for employment. While his legal 

liminality marginalized him in the US, his cultural liminality marginalized him in Mexico. Later 

that same year, he decided that he would not be able to find work in Tijuana as planned, so he 

crossed back into the US without papers so that he could work again to support his wife. 

After living for ten years without papers, Robert faced another deportation after spending 

two years in immigration court proceedings He lived in Tijuana for six months before his wife of 

twenty-one years left him, plunging him into depression. He explained the sadness he felt after 

his marriage collapsed and how he recovered: 

I couldn’t sleep, I couldn’t drink, couldn’t eat. I was a mess. I was going round in circles, 
I didn’t know what to do with my life. I didn’t know what was going to happen. So I tried 
to find the answer and tried to get close to God. And it seemed that every time I tried to 
go to a church, something or other was stopping me. And finally I was at the church, 
things were starting to not go real well, but coming out of church one day I saw a sign 
that said deported veterans. And I had heard about deported veterans so I was interested. 
And I walked in and started to speaking to the person that was running the place. And I 
liked what was going on. 

Although Robert’s volunteerism began with the organizing of deported veterans, he 

quickly became involved in other projects focused on families separated by deportation. He 

volunteered with Border Angels to coordinate free legal aid to people who had been deported 

and worked with Dreamer Moms who advocated for reunification with their children in the 

US. He described his time volunteering as a turning point for his life in Mexico, saying, 

It seemed like the more I was working in activism, with people who had been deported, 
families who had been separated, going to orphanages, going to the canal to help feed and 
clothe the people living in the canal, you know the drug addicts the people living down in 
the canal, it felt good. Finally I was starting to get some relief [emphasis in original] from 
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my anxiety, from my depression. To the point that I was starting to feel alive again. The 
more I got involved the easier it was to get through the day. 

 
Robert’s community involvement was not just a means to improve the city; it was a way for him 

to heal the trauma of deportation and family separation. He found purpose in his activism, 

reintegrating himself within a community—a network of care—poised, like him, to make claims 

against the US. He further explained that Tijuana lacked state-funded services that could help 

resettle people who have been deported and that resources are especially lacking for anyone with 

a mental illness or substance abuse problem. By volunteering, he could ground himself in the 

present and establish himself as a productive member of society. 

At a time when public discourse paints migrants as a drain on social resources—with 

both the US demonizing Latino migrants and Mexico rejecting its own returning deported 

nationals—Robert used volunteering to reverse the script and demonstrate the effectiveness of 

migrant communities who organize aid to increase community capacity. He demonstrated a 

partible sense of self by using volunteerism as a form of social recuperation, rehabilitating his 

relationships with others in ways that serve the community rather than acknowledging a self 

permanently removed from society. As he advocated for Mexican nationals’ right to return to 

their families in the US, he established himself as both Mexican (as a deported national) and 

foreign (as a newcomer to the city with a protracted identity in the US). Rather than see these 

identities as being in crisis or conflict, Robert mobilized them to bridge the diverse communities 

in which he participated. In claiming his right to return to the US without repudiating his 

Mexican identity, Robert argues for a citizenship based on family ties rather than national 

boundaries. 

Johnny 
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Despite being in his late forties, Johnny maintained a full head of thick, black hair and 

piercing black eyebrows. I became accustomed to the roar of his motorcycle ricocheting off of 

the walls in the plaza as his signature announcement that he was visiting the Madres Deportadas 

office. Since moving to Tijuana after his deportation in 2011, Johnny had prioritized 

volunteering in a variety of causes, from bringing donations to Madres Deportadas to assisting 

the Haitian community build their homes away from the city center. His wife was a professor of 

nursing in San Diego and, together, they volunteered with the Universalist Unitarian Church and 

other organizations, sometimes bringing groups from the US to Tijuana to explain issues the 

communities faced and build networks between the two countries. In the few days I spent with 

him during December of 2018, we packed bags of rice and beans into a borrowed van to host 

Christmas parties for poor communities deep in Tijuana’s interior. 

Johnny and I both lived in Playas, a beach suburb well-known for its cafes and bilingual 

population. It was a popular neighborhood for middle-class Mexicans and for Mexican- 

Americans and Anglo-Americans who could no longer comfortably afford housing in San Diego 

but who still worked on the US side of the border. For our interview, we met for coffee at a cafe 

positioned at the edge of the malecón (boardwalk) that started at the US-Mexico border wall and 

continued down the Pacific. From our table, we could see both the sunset breaking over the 

backs of surfers and families picnicking in the shade of the infamous wall. 

We started the interview when Johnny explained that his deportation was his choice, the 

first major decision he had been able to make after twenty-five years in Corkin State Prison. 

After receiving a fifteen-to-life sentence at seventeen-years old, he had no desire to go from one 

prison to another while awaiting an immigration hearing. While counting down the days to his 

release, he asked for the forms to be deported to Mexico. He explained his hopes for the future 
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during his final weeks in California, saying: “I knew my date of release was September 1, 2011. 

So I said send me straight for Mexico and let me start over. You know, start my life over, give 

me a second chance.” Johnny said that because he went to prison so young. Being free in Mexico 

was a shock not because of the cultural differences but because of the options he now had. He 

described his reactions on the day of his deportation: 

For the first time in my life, I’m free as an adult. Because when I was arrested and sent to 
prison I was seventeen years old. So it was really. It was exhilarating to be free but at the 
same time it was a shock because everything was totally new to me. After being kind of 
like. Almost kind of like a fish bowls because that’s what prison is, you’re like stuck in a 
place where everything is always the same, the routine is always the same, every day is 
the same you know. But luckily with me I had a support system, here with my half- 
brothers who have lived all their lives here. In Tijuana. So one of them went and picked 
me up when I got released but I was able to see how some guys really didn’t have any 
plans. Didn’t know what they were gonna do. Because they were getting deported, some 
on the same day they got arrested or whatever. And some just served a couple months in 
county jail but they were pretty much in a state of shock and like I’m going back because 
that’s where I have my house, my car, my children my wife and so on. But with me, 
being that I had served all these years in prison I never had any of those type of roots in 
society where I was shocked in that way. My shock was a little different because now I’m 
in free society but it’s a free society that I never knew, as a kid. Or as an adult, so it was 
totally different. 

Johnny distinguished himself from other deportees because of the lack of social networks that he 

had in the US. Although he had moved to California at the age of six, he had spent his entire 

adult life to that point in prison before being deported. His family had supported him throughout 

his sentence, visiting him when he was first in a local juvenile jail and, later, providing financial 

and material resources when he was relocated to a more distant prison. Because he maintained 

his relationship with his family through means other than co-presence, deportation represented 

an opportunity for personal growth rather than the trauma he saw deported fathers and spouses 

face. 

Johnny explained his feelings about returning to the US in relation to how he has 

processed the consequences of his original crime and the life he has built for himself in Mexico. 
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He told me he grew up in Stockton, California, after his mom had decided to pursue a restaurant 

job her friend had offered her. She left Tijuana to work without papers, and, later, Johnny’s aunt 

and uncle traveled to Tijuana to bring him and his siblings to California to reunite with their 

mother and family. Johnny said that, at the time, it was “almost like an open border” and that his 

family used his cousin’s birth certificates to get him across. 

He grew up in an apartment complex of mostly Hispanic immigrants and said that 

although they rarely feared ICE at the time the way that people do now, they would occasionally 

hear about deportations around the complex. In middle school, Johnny became involved with a 

youth gang, one of many in the area. By seventeen, he was carrying an uzi for self-defense. He 

described the process of joining gang activities as a series of fateful steps: first joining gangs to 

find community, then nearly dying in a fight, and finally choosing a weapon for his own 

protection that he did not understand how to use, saying that he did so “without making any 

plans or practicing or without knowing how many rounds it shoots per second or nothing. I just 

knew it worked.” 

During a later encounter with a rival gang, Johnny lost control of the uzi, shooting thirty- 

three rounds that wounded seven people and killed one. In shock, Johnny pleaded innocent at his 

trial: 

I went on a path of denial. I couldn’t believe that I did what I did, especially that I took 
someone’s life. So I was pleading innocent, not only to the authority but to my family. I 
thought man, if I tell, what I felt is that if I tell my family that I killed somebody that they 
would see me as some monster. You know I was immature, I didn’t know how to deal 
with that kind of a shock. That act that I did. Because in my mind I thought a murderer is 
somebody who plans it out, and says oh I’m gonna kill you and comes back. But no, 
second-degree murder means that—because I had the weapon they felt that I had the 
intent to kill somebody. Even though, see what I mean? So they look at it that even 
though I didn’t plan it or whatever, but because of the intent, the implied intent by 
carrying a weapon that’s murder. 
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Johnny recognized the severity of the outcome, despite knowing that it was never his aim 

to kill anyone. He feared primarily that he would lose the support of his family, that his sisters 

and mother would not be able to trust someone that the state had named a murderer. Out of 

support for Johnny and recognizing the lack of intent behind his actions, Johnny’s friend’s 

provided alibis to indicate that Johnny had not been present at the shooting. Johnny’s first trial 

ended in a hung jury, but his second trial convicted him for second-degree murder. Johnny 

explained that by the time the second decision was made, he was “burnt out” from fighting his 

case. He felt emotionally exhausted from, on the one hand, trying to reconcile the guilt he felt 

while seeing his victim’s mother at every hearing with his need, on the other, to protect the 

relationship he had with his family, and he resigned himself to a future in prison. 

Despite Johnny’s fears, his sentence did not break his family relationships in ways that 

other deportees have experienced. His family continued to support him, and he credits the 

success of his transition after his release to their loyalty. He described how his family supported 

him by visiting him whenever they could and sending care packages when they could not see 

him in person: 

I had pretty much everything that I needed. We were allowed to have a small TV set, on 
your bunk watch the news or programs or whatever. So I had a TV, you know everything 
that I could get, my family sent it to me. They would buy it. So I had a lot of family 
support. And like I said, whenever they could they would visit. Family support has 
always been there because I never burned my family out like some guys did. When I say 
burn them out I mean that they ask and ask and ask and ask for too much. Because maybe 
they’re addicted to drugs or they’re in debt and they’re asking for money or you know. 
And they never hear from their family again. Or like some guys you could hear them like 
yelling or whatever to their family while they’re talking to them and of course they’re 
gonna burn bridges, and I never did that. I was always patient and—and understanding. 
And appreciative! Of the support they gave me. And when they weren’t there, I was like 
well I’ll just move on. But that was never the case. There was always somebody there for 
me. 

By consistently caring for Johnny during his sentence, even when unable to share 

physical space, his family laid the groundwork for a relationship that could survive across the 
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border. Johnny equated their financial support with their personal presence, understanding that as 

his siblings aged they started their own families and that work and relocation often took people 

farther away.   The stability and care they provided inspired Johnny to focus on volunteering 

after his deportation. After meeting his wife through the prison’s pen-pal program, they moved to 

Tijuana so that she could work in the US but still live with him in Mexico. By making US wages 

to pay for the Mexican cost of living, Johnny’s wife has provided him with the opportunity to 

volunteer full-time rather than seek employment. He explained how he has benefited from the 

process: 

The fact that my wife was making enough to support both of us, we decided that I didn’t 
really need to work for the small, the small wage, you know that they were gonna be 
giving for putting in so many hours. We decided that I would be better off taking care of 
home and taking care of myself, and that led to me wanting to do for the community and 
helping others. That’s how I started integrating myself into society. Whereas I think if I 
had been deported and I was by myself, I would have had obviously taken the path of 
well I need to find a job. 

 
Like Robert, Johnny used community service as a way to recuperate the self he had lost 

during prison. Incarceration had dehumanized Johnny by limiting his civic and social 

participation, but since his deportation, he has distinguished himself from the criminal he was 

twenty five years prior by serving others. Despite being formally excluded from the US legal 

system, Johnny still participates in it, by extension, through his wife who maintains their lifestyle 

by working in the US as a citizen. He benefits from the mobility that she has to cross the border, 

despite them both living in Mexico. 

Although Johnny has been able to establish himself in Tijuana, he explained that 

returning to the US would be important in order to reciprocate for the care that he has for so long 

received from his family. “You know,” he said, “when my mother passes away and I mean. I 

never looked into if I’ll even be able to be present at her funeral. See what I mean? If I have a 

family emergency or this happens, will I be able to go back over?” Johnny’s desire to return to 
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the US demonstrates how partible citizenship travels via networks of care. For some people, like 

those Johnny met during his deportation, deportation is violent and traumatic, creating breaches 

in deportees’ sense of self; their personhood is divisible in direct proportion to the ways in which 

deportation has fractured it. In contrast, the defining moments for Johnny’s sense of self came 

during prison and with the choice that he made after his release to move to Mexico and start his 

life anew. He explained that returning to the US could only be temporary because of the trauma 

of his incarceration: “it’s almost like I’m afraid to go back now because of the experience I had,” 

he said. Prison defined his adulthood in the US, limiting his ability to consider himself an 

American citizen. In contrast, Johnny has succeeded in reestablishing himself in Tijuana as a 

productive citizen, albeit through the support of US wages. Now, he no longer seeks the right to 

live permanently in the US but rather the mobility to visit and give back to his family and 

community, extending the networks of service and self that he has established in Mexico with the 

help that his family have provided him from the US. His experiences suggest that partibility 

comes as a result of, and continues to travel along conduits of, trauma, in addition to the social 

networks that frame it. Because Johnny has maintained ties with his family beyond their 

immediate co-presence, he has not experienced the traumatic break in his sense of self that leaves 

a part of him demanding to return to US soil. However, he still acknowledges a desire for the 

mobility afforded to a US citizen to be able to cross the border in the case of a family emergency. 

Johnny explained that visiting the US would give him the opportunity to assist people in 

prisons or detention centers, offering his life experience as a motivation for others to remain 

hopeful even in the midst of deportation: 

I’ve heard people say too, oh man you would be excellent if you would like go into 
juvenile hall or the prisons in the US and help with your story because you’ve seen it all. 
I did! I’ve seen it all, the way institutions affect people and what they go through and 
what they need to do to get out of it. To beat that cycle of keep coming back to 
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prison...that’d be great, if I’d be able to go back and talk to prisons there, the guys there, 
help with the programs, share my story, and tell the guys that are gonna be deported what 
they have to face. 

Johnny thus predicated his right to reside in the US on his ability to be a positive 

influence for people on both sides of the border. US citizens confirmed that his presence in the 

country would benefit both youth waiting to be free in the US and those preparing for 

deportation. Meanwhile, Johnny volunteered in Tijuana to make the city feel more like the home 

that the US had not been (on account of his incarceration), establishing himself as a stable, 

productive member of the Tijuana community. However, by making himself a good citizen in 

Mexico, he also made himself a good citizen in the eyes of his US-based social network, 

expunging, in some way, his earlier crime. Twenty-five years after Johnny initially ruptured his 

claim to US citizenship, he has recuperated his sense of self through community service. 

Although he has not asked the US to validate his reconciliation with his US community (he has 

not applied or appealed to return to the US), his friends and family there have acknowledged his 

transformation, demonstrating that his citizenship circulates because of his desire to care for 

people on both sides of the border. 

Miguel 
 

Miguel and I were two of those few people in Tijuana who considered home to be east of 

the Mississippi River and bonded after realizing that he had travelled with the army to the city 

where my godmother lived: Jacksonville, Florida. Unlike more established deported veterans, 

Miguel had arrived in Tijuana just two months before I met him, making him the most recent 

deported veteran of the UUDV group. His case was the most publicized that I encountered, a fact 

that helped determine both his ability to continue drawing support from the US and his lack of 

desire to integrate into Tijuana. Miguel had been fighting his immigration case for sixteen 

months prior to his deportation, gaining support from various churches and some government 
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officials, including Tammy Duckworth, a US Senator from Illinois, who introduced a bill on 

Miguel’s behalf. A week into my time volunteering, a representative from Human Rights Watch 

came to interview Miguel and his lawyers, who were visiting from Chicago. Miguel and his 

lawyers highlighted that a felony he committed had been a first offense and that, given the 

massive coalition of support he had developed during his time in detention, his deportation had 

come as a shock to many people. 

Miguel and I met one morning for chilaquiles, (a popular Mexican breakfast dish of eggs 

and baked tortillas), and he explained why he felt so detached from Mexico, as well as his 

determination to return to Chicago. He began our interview by saying that he had arrived in 

Mexico after having been “tricked across the border” and that while he was held in immigration 

detention centers he frequently told the press and his allies, “I’m not leaving: they’re taking me.” 

While Robert and Johnny portrayed their deportations as resulting from their own decisions, 

Miguel internalized deportation as an act in which he had no agency. He anchored his sense of 

self in the US, and leaving the US became a form of exile: he was a citizen forcibly removed by 

an unjust state. Uninterested in the notion of starting over in Mexico, Miguel made repatriation 

to the US his top priority. 

While Miguel was proud of his Mexican roots, he considered himself a native of 

Chicago, the city in which he had lived since he was eight years old. Miguel’s deportation was 

doubly shocking because of his ambivalent legal status, even though his grandfather was a US 

citizen born in Colorado. While Miguel’s father was ethnically Mexican, his family had US 

citizenship and had been living between the two countries coaching for different semi- 

professional soccer teams. His mother’s family was from Guadalajara, but she had received her 
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citizenship after moving to Chicago. Despite his family’s status, Miguel did not apply for 

citizenship prior to his incarceration, as he indicated: 

I didn’t become a citizen because you’re a child and you can’t make the decision until 
you’re 18. When I turned 18 it just never crossed my mind because we’d been legal all 
this time so it didn’t really matter. And when I turned twenty-two I joined the military 
and nobody ever questioned that. Nobody ever said no you can’t, you’re a green card, 
everything just went smooth. 

Miguel highlighted how his legal status never impacted his life, facilitating the 

assumption that he was invulnerable to deportation. He misidentified his own experiences of 

belonging in the US with his family’s legal status, leading him to believe that he had the full 

rights of an American citizen. Joining the military seemed to him the pinnacle of his American 

identity and, when he was able to enlist, he confessed, it confirmed that he belonged to the 

nation: 

I think you earned the right of a citizen by enlisting and taking the oath that I swear to 
defend the constitution and the US against enemies foreign and domestic. So you’re 
already taking an oath out of love for the country you go to war. Then you come back and 
get in trouble like thousands of millions of other Americans and they’re like oh well you 
gotta go. Go where? Go home. This is home. This is the place that I fought for. 

Miguel voiced a common sentiment among deported veterans, that taking the oath of 

enlistment binds individuals to the state in a way that should guarantee their legal citizenship, 

even if immigrant veterans have not applied for it. Those who take the military oath offer their 

life in exchange for the country’s safety, tying their personal identity to the nation’s welfare. 

Like other deported veterans, Miguel demonstrated his divisible self by arguing that the military 

had changed him as a person by morally binding him to the US as his “home.” However, this 

process of identification also fell prey to the PTSD that Miguel incurred while serving. 

After two tours in Afghanistan in 2002 and 2003, Miguel returned to the US with PTSD 

for which he received no treatment. In the years after his return, Miguel tried to reintegrate by 

working different jobs and providing for his family, but he began self-medicating with drugs due 
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to frequent flashbacks and paranoia. Then Miguel reconnected with an old friend who was also a 

drug dealer and, unknown to Miguel, one whom the FBI was tracking. Miguel was subsequently 

arrested for drug trafficking in a sting designed to catch his friend. Miguel was sentenced to 

fifteen years in prison, seven and a half of which he served. His arrest ruptured the relationship 

he had with his mother and daughter, leading to a seven-year silence between them. His voice 

had an edge as he recalled his attempts to communicate with his mother while in prison: 

My mother didn’t visit me for seven and a half years. She visited maybe six—no four 
months before I got out. Four, about three months before I got out. Before I went to 
immigration. The whole time I was in immigration I got visits every week from my 
mother. But when I was in prison, she was upset. And she was heartbroken. She said, 
because when I got arrested for the drugs, she said, “I worked so hard my whole life to 
provide for everybody and you gonna do something stupid like that. What are people 
going to think? They’re going to think that my house, my cars, everything else comes 
from drugs?” She’s like, you disgust me. 

Miguel’s mother feared that his sentence jeopardized the reputation and stability she had 

worked to build since arriving in the US. Prior to Miguel’s immigration proceedings, his mother 

refused his phone calls, telling him, “I don’t have a son in jail.” With Miguel unable to 

participate in his thirteen-year-old daughter’s life, his daughter once wrote to him in a letter, “Oh 

here’s a fun fact: seahorses are raised by their dads. Just like I wasn’t.” Both Miguel’s illness 

prior to his conviction and his subsequent incarceration crippled his ability to participate in the 

lives off his family, causing their relationships to crumble once he went to prison. Furthermore, 

Miguel’s family felt that his incarceration was un-American and that his crime had ripped him 

from the social fabric of their shared national citizenship. 

Despite the seven years of distance, Miguel’s relationship transformed with the news of 

his deportation proceedings. During the time in which Miguel served his sentence, his family 

found it hard to forgive him, but when he entered immigration proceedings and was transferred 

to immigration detention, they decided to support his case. Their reaction to his deportation 
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demonstrated how military personnel are set apart as citizens. While they agreed that Miguel 

should serve his sentence for his felony, it was unthinkable that the government would deport a 

veteran, especially a combat veteran who was suffering from PTSD. The threat of deportation 

caused Miguel’s family to recognize his struggle as an injustice against his rights as a veteran 

rather than as a circumstance he caused. In Miguel’s words, “They joined the fight against 

injustice. Because they were like wait a minute. He took responsibility, he paid, and we’re all 

waiting for him to come home. This is wrong.” While Miguel’s family had been angry and hurt 

by his crime, they believed that he had paid back his debt to the state by serving time. His 

deportation, then, effectively amounted to either double jeopardy or to a criminalization of his 

status as an immigrant, neither of which the family believed just. 

Miguel’s renewed relationships with his family hinged on his ability to prove himself as 

both a reformed man and a victim of US neglect. While imprisoned, Miguel had worked to 

improve himself and the lives of his fellow inmates, tutoring other incarcerated people after he 

earned his associate of arts degree. He explained how he had mentored inmates as they 

considered their options following their own release: 

I saw guys coming in from baby prison, you know sixteen, seventeen year olds. Once 
they turn eighteen they come to adult prison and all of them, all of them, not one of them, 
was evil. If you take some time to talk to them not one of them was like I’m gonna screw 
people because I feel like it. They’re misguided. And when you give him a whole 
different perspective on things, oh man. So all they need is some time. And someone to 
talk to. To say stop that bullshit man. 

Miguel challenged the idea of permanent or intrinsic criminality by assisting other 

incarcerated people. He explained to youth the risks of crime and the other means by which they 

could achieve financial security and self-respect. By becoming a model inmate, dedicated to 

personal growth, Miguel recuperated his lost citizenship and established a partible self that was 

able to circulate via networks of community service. He demonstrated that his crime happened as 
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an effect of his untreated PTSD and that he was an American capable of recovery. His family in 

turn restored their relationship with him because they recognized his situation as an untreated 

veteran. They supported him by collaborating with churches in the area to raise money and 

awareness of his case, further circulating his cleansed, divisible sense of self—now publicly— 

and bolstering his claims to legal citizenship. 

However, because Miguel was able to recuperate his lost relationships while still in the 

US—and because of his impending deportation—he remained emotionally located in Chicago, 

even after arriving to Mexico. His ability to reassert belonging in the US after serving his prison 

sentence confirmed that he would suffer if forced to leave the US, making deportation a new 

trauma. He explained the emotions that arose in him after his deportation: 

All my plans were in Chicago. All the community service that I had in mind, helping out 
the youth that was set in motion, while I was still in prison. It just got completely 
destroyed. And it’s kind of hard to start life here. That’s why I don’t want to get a 
routine, because this is not my home. And if you notice all the other veterans, they start a 
routine, they got their wives, girlfriends. So they do wish to go back, but with the 
passing, the focus is not there anymore. Their focus is on a new baby, a new girlfriend, a 
new job. 

While Miguel shared a desire to rebuild himself after being released from prison, he 

rejected the idea that this could be done in Mexico. His experience in the military had 

transformed him to where he could no longer identify with Mexico and he chose to associate 

himself with only those people who had connections to the US—often, other veterans. Like 

Johnny and Robert, he had devoted time to community service, but because his service had 

happened in Chicago, it only served to draw him closer to the US, rather than to give him room 

to reestablish himself in Mexico. Moreover, he continued to receive financial assistance from 

church and community organizers from his hometown, buffering him from the financial stress 

that would push other deportees to find employment in the city while awaiting return to the US. 
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Miguel believed that while he had paid for his crime in prison, the real crime was the US 

treatment of Mexican immigrants and their labor: 

When it’s time for them [Mexicans in the US] to retire and everything else, you get rid of 
them and bring in the new squad. Continue doing that, continue rotating them. And it’s 
not the same person but it’s still the same people. So you might not have Miguel Perez 
who came to the US to work labor, and he’s now the one being deported, but it’s still a 

Miguel Perez. It’s just another one going back. 

Miguel argued that his deportation did not result as a just penalty; rather it came from the US 

state thinking of Mexicans as disposable, replaceable workers. Rather than let them age safely or 

seek benefits from their employment, the US deported people once they were no longer 

productive in the labor force. This attitude has reinforced veterans’ claims that the crimes that led 

to their deportation came from untreated mental illnesses incurred during their military service. 

Despite being soldiers, they were not recognized as deserving proper healthcare. However, 

unlike citizen felons, immigrant veterans were deported for their crimes rather than merely given 

a prison sentence, demonstrating that the state still recognized them as racialized labor rather 

than political participants. While deported veterans have internalized their military service as a 

transforming moment of their subjectivity, the US state has not. 
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Conclusion: Deportability, Partibility, Belonging, and Care 
 

While all of the deportees interviewed in this project share a desire to reenter the US— 

even if only temporarily—it is important to remember that their claims of citizenship do not 

come at the expense of their Mexican identity. Partibility demonstrates that identities are not 

without contradiction and that immigrants often struggle to honor their home countries while 

engaging with the countries in which they have lived for decades while establishing jobs, 

families, and a sense of belonging. Deportees challenge the restrictions of deportation by 

circulating parts of themselves through their ongoing negotiations of space, family, and 

resources. 

In chapter three, I highlighted the voices of two deported nonveterans to demonstrate how 

they link a partible sense of self with family members who still reside in the US. While Hector 

and Alberto communicate with their families through phone calls or the occasional visit, they 

argue that they are incomplete without being able to live with them. Hector acknowledged that 

he thought that obtaining legal citizenship would sacrifice his Mexican identity, but he realized 

as an adult that belonging in the US transcends legal status, resulting instead from the social 

bonds that people build over their lifetimes. Mexican origins remain a source of identity and 

solidarity for these veterans and their families, but home is where their families are—in the US— 

and a part of these deportees remains with the families they have had to leave behind. 

Also in chapter three, I introduced the stories of Guillermo, Daniel, and Arturo to 

demonstrate how the experiences of deported veterans contrast with those of deported 

nonveterans in their perspectives on partibility and belonging. Each of these men experienced 

moments where they witnessed military personnel being treated beyond the normal boundaries of 

citizenship. That is to say, they witnessed how soldiers embody the pinnacle of American 
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citizenship by entering into a reciprocal, moral relationship with the US state and its people by 

offering their lives and bodies in military service, earning the highest regard within the US 

nation-state. Despite such honor, deported veterans neither acquired legal citizenship nor avoided 

deportation. As they continue to demand compensation from the US state in the form of Veterans 

Administration benefits, healthcare, and repatriation, they circulate a divisible selfhood between 

home and exile through networks of obligation. Deported veterans’ partibility thus bears the 

trauma of military marginalization and exile, rather than the sole loss of family. 

Chapter four focused on how deportees have used community service to recuperate parts 

of themselves lost through incarceration and deportation. Robert and Johnny share the ability to 

remake themselves via community service, demonstrating how a healthy sense of self can 

reemerge through new social bonds. They believe that they have cleansed themselves of their 

prior criminality and thus deserve to reenter the US without their prior convictions sabotaging 

their immigration applications. However, while Robert wants to live permanently in the US, 

returning to the US reminds Johnny of his traumatic time in prison where he felt stripped of his 

civic freedoms. The contrast between Robert and Johnny’s desired outcomes demonstrates how 

partibilty operates along conduits of family and trauma as deportees attempt to become whole 

again. Johnny established himself in Tijuana because he felt he had nothing to return to in the US 

while Robert hopes to return to Chicago, where he grew up and where his family still resides. 

Finally, Miguel’s story reinforces the argument that veterans circulate pieces of 

themselves via networks of military service in addition to networks of family and community 

service. While living in Tijuana, Miguel tries to avoid developing a social network that would 

bind him to Mexico and instead focuses on maintaining links with the advocacy organizations 

that supported his initial immigration case. He believes he has recovered from his original 
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deviance because he performed both military and community service in the US, further 

establishing his claim to belonging in the US rather than Mexico. 

The narratives presented in these chapters demonstrate that deportation does not remove 

the whole person from the US. Contrary to the state’s belief, citizenship is not a legal monolith, 

and removing the physical body of a person from within state boundaries does not relieve the 

state entirely of a deportee’s presence. Rather, the deported person maintains a sense of self in 

the US by circulating a divisible presence via networks of family and recuperative services. This 

demonstrates not only the loss and trauma that deportation causes but also the agency that 

deportees deploy from across a national border to sustain viable identities in the aftermath of 

traumatic separation. US citizens serve as conduits for the divisible person and to legitimize 

deportees’ claims of return. 

I recommend that future research consider two of the main limitations in this study: 

gender and class. Although the deportation regime targets men, women are invaluable parts of 

the conduits through which partible citizenship circulates, as is evident from the claims of my 

interviewees. Further research could explore how the partners of deportees understand their 

relation to both the Mexican and US states, in addition to the labor that they perform to increase 

the scope and efficacy of their deported partners’ claims to return. Additionally, it is worth 

considering how class experiences impact deportees’ ability to integrate in Mexico or their desire 

to return, especially in investigating how the criminalization of immigration coincides with other 

forms of mass incarceration and policing of black and brown communities. For example, 

although many interviewees spoke of deportation as separating them from their families, there is 

considerable research on how the state intervenes in family networks at multiple levels, including 

through the prison system (Roberts 2002; Pratt 2012; Shaw 2016). Future research should 
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consider the ways in which the deportation regime reproduces or challenges assumptions of 

“proper” family structures in the aftermath of state intervention and removal, especially with 

regard to women’s labor and networks. 

In considering the future of immigration policy, I hope that this project can demonstrate 

without doubt that state policies never exist in the abstract apart from human experiences; they 

instead find themselves challenged by the very bonds they seek to regulate. 
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